
Seminar on Drug Control for Developing Countries

Project Description
Name Seminar on Drug Control for Developing Countries

Organizer Yunnan Police College (YNPC)

Time Duration 16 – 30 Sept., 2019 Language English

Invited
Countries

Officers engaged in anti-drug of developing countries

Number of
Participants

25 participants in total

Requirements
for the

Participants

Age
Under 50 for participants at director general’s level; under 45 for
participants at or under director’s level.

Health

In good health with health certificate issued by the local public
hospitals; without diseases prohibited by China’s law and
regulations for entry; without severe chronic diseases such as
serious high blood pressure, cardiovascular/cerebrovascular
diseases and diabetes; without mental diseases or epidemic diseases
that are likely to cause serious threat to public health; not in the
process of recovering after a major operation or in the process of
acute diseases; not seriously disabled nor pregnant.

Language Ability Fluency in listening, speaking, reading and writing in English

Others
Spouse, families or friends are not allowed to follow the
participants to China for seminar

Host City
Kunming ,
Yunnan

Local Temperature Kunming: 10℃-20℃

Cities to visit
Yuxi,Yunnan

Beijing
Local Temperature

Yuxi: 8℃-19℃
Beijing: 7℃-17℃

Notes

1. A valid passport and visa should be prepared in advance.
2. Please call the project contact person to get information of latest flight and pick-up schedule if
you are unable to depart on time due to special circumstances or flight delays during transit.
3. Any individual are not allowed to change international tickets. If change is necessary, please
contact the Economic and Commercial Office of the Embassy of the P.R.China in
respective developing countries to go through the changing of tickets. The expenses and liabilities
arising therefrom shall be borne by the individual who change the ticket without permission.
4. When transferring flights, please be sure whether it is necessary to re-check the baggage. After
the flight lands, please pick up your baggage and wait patiently at the international arrival exit (or
the domestic arrival exit), and the contact person will meet you there with the name of the
organizer. You can call project contacts if you wait for more than 15 minutes.
5. If you need to register with the airline in case of lost checked baggage, please call the project
contact to confirm the baggage service address before filling in the registration form.
6. Please bring a small amount of commonly used medicines.
7. Police uniform or formal dress is required to dress on occasions such as opening/closing



ceremony and lectures. Causal wears should also be prepared as well for sightseeing and field trip
during the period of seminar.
8. A report on police system, drug situation or typical cases of participants’ country are required
to prepare with both electronic and hard copy in English.
9. One or two books about local conditions and customs or social management are expected to
bring for better understanding.
10. Recreation and sports activities will be arranged during the training, sportswear and shoes are
needed to be prepared. Besides, CDs of native songs are expected from participants.

Contact of
the Organizer

Contact
Person(s)

Ms. GU Jun（English）
Mr.DONG Chengwei(Chinese)

Telephone 0086-871-65122055

Cell phone
Ms. GU Jun: 0086-13708889719;

Mr. Dong CHENGwei: 0086-13888000930

Fax 0086-871-65122055

E-mail ynjgxywj@126.com

We-Chat wxid_7v9612mk2zeg21

About the
Organizer

Yunnan Police College, founded in 1950 and upgraded to a police college for undergraduate
education, has obtained the qualifications for enrolling graduate students for Master’s Degree in
Policing in 2012 and international graduate students in 2014. 23 foreign graduate students are
now studying in the college. Up to the present the college has been built into a comprehensive
institute with the following functions: three training bases under the unified leadership of
Ministry of Public Security, they are Narcotics Control Police Training Base, Science and
Information Technology Training Base and Police Logistic Management Training Base;
Southeast Police Officers Training Base, Training Base for newly nominated directors and
political commissars at police bureaus at county levels nationwide, Training Base on
standardization of law enforcement at county levels. The college also serves as an exam site for
Wu Shu, a national training center for self-defense, and a base for civil service exam. It is also a
research base on drug issues of Yunnan Province. Yunnan Police College has been honored as
Institute with Excellent Social Reputation at provincial level, a Provincial Excellent School and a
Garden-like School. It also has been awarded first class collective merit once and third class
collective merit twice by the Ministry of Public Security.

Up to December of 2017, the number of the teaching and administrative staff reaches 482, of
which 140 teachers enjoy the title of professor and associate professor. 182 teaching staff
members have been granted an MA or a PhD academic degree. The College covers an area of
1382.16 acres along with its construction area of over 20,000 square meters. The library has a
total collection of approximately 1,020,000 books (including e-books), 708 kinds of journals with
8462 volumes of their own. There are 54 common classrooms with 3935 seats, 87 multimedia
classrooms with 7456 seats, 30 labs, 3188 pieces of equipment for teaching and research. The
total area of sport ground covers 72,659 square meters.

There are five disciplines, namely, law, science, engineering, administration and pedagogy,
and fifteen undergraduate majors, namely, narcotics control, laws, public security, criminal
investigation, border control, computer science, forensic science, traffic management, intelligence
science, economic investigation, public affairs management, social work, information security,
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police dog science and sports education. We also have College Journal and College Newspaper.
In addition, there are research institutes, such as a forensic Science lab, a drug research lab and
judicial expertise. National Professional Characteristic has been endowed to 3 of the majors.
Along with the existence of 3 key laboratories at the provincial (ministerial) level, 1 provincial
key discipline, 1 provincial key major and 8 national excellent courses can be found in the
College. A great many of the teachers have achieved considerable success. There are 1 National
Excellent teacher, 2 National Excellent teachers of Police Colleges, 2 National Excellent teachers
of higher education, 1 National Teacher Model, 1 National Staff of Police Colleges, 11 Provincial
prominent teacher, 3 Provincial prominent teacher’s studios, 4 provincial teaching teams, and 100
Provincial( ministry level) experts.

The College also put its emphasis on international communication. It has promoted a broad
range of international communications with the Ministry of Home Affairs, police agencies and
police education organizations of neighboring countries, and European, American and African
countries. It has established a friendly relationship and put forward win-win cooperation with
Royal Thai Police Cadet Academy, Cambodia Police College, Lao People’s Police College,
Myanmar Central Police Training College, Justice Institute British Columbia of Canada, Macau
University of Science and Technology and University of Macao. Up to the present, training
programs have been provided for over 2800 officers from over 70 countries of Asia, Europe and
Africa. Now, the aid constructions provided to Nepal Armed Police Academy, Cambodia Police
College and Lao People’s Police College are being pushed forward.

Seminar
Content

In line with the practical needs, the training will be carried out with a clear purpose and a
sound plan, in all dimensions and multiforms, and on an effect-orientation focus. The principle to
conduct the seminar is to ensure the leading role of lecture study supplemented by field trips for
the police operations. The seminar will combine great academic resources of the college with the
advantage of Anti-Drug Department of Yunnan Provincial Public Security Bureau, offering
classes by experts within and outside the YNPC. Through group learning, discussion and
communication in this seminar, we are aiming to lay a solid foundation for a lasting anti-grug law
enforcement cooperation and policing coordination, especially for establishing and strengthening
joint strike against drug crimes, and preventing international and transnational drug crimes
between China and reapective developing countries.

English will be the working language of the seminar. The seminar covers theme lectures,
theme discussion, field trip to related governmental department, field trip to other cities and
sightseeing. The lectures will be given through the multiple media, case discussion and
questions-answer. Lecturers are professors of YNPC and officers of relative policing department.
The subjects includes:

National Conditions of China
Police System of China
Anti-Drug Strategies
Anti-Drug Laws and Regulations of China
China’s Drug Rehabilitation Mode
International Cooperation on Anti-Narcotics Law Enforcement
Criminal Investigations on Narcotics Cases
Analysis on Narcotic Intelligence
Organization and Carrying-Out of Controlled Drug Delivery
Administration on Precursor Chemicals
Application of Police Drone in Actual Combat
On-Site Investigation and Seizure (Take Yunnan Province as an example)
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Taiji
Elementary Chinese Language
Field observations and practical training on the On-Site Investigation and Seizure in the

drug inspection station of Yuxi city, Yunnan province. This station locates at the the
Kunming-Bangkok international road and is the key channel for drugs abroad to enter Yunnan
Province. From May, 2008 (the founding date of the station) to now, this station has dealt with
more than 5200 drug cases. Through the field trip, it’s easier for participants to understand the
work there like personnel allotment, position-taking, vehicle examination, individual body check,
cargo examination.etc. and the use of inspecting devices for oversize vehicles, small vehicles and
X-Ray detector using and etc.. Beijing People’s Police College features for its complete modern
police training equipment and advanced teaching methods, and rich experience in academic
communications with other countries. Through the visit to this college, all participants will get to
know the training facilities on stamina, skills and police strategies and understand better the
anti-narcotic situational teaching, drug intelligence analysis, mark contrasts and simulative police
commanding training.

A combination of in-class lectures and field-trip practice will help participants understand
the reform and development of China's various regions in the process of modernization, and
further improve the international law enforcement cooperation between China and developing
countries.


